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2492-1-2
01:00:16 1) LA CS trucks and autos being driven in street <some decomp>
-01:00:40
01:00:42
HA pedestrians in front of store (Philadelphia?) (1932)
-01:00:49
01:00:52
long TRUCKING shot from side of moving vehicle being driven
-01:04:22 quickly non-stop along street (Broadway?) in midtown?

(N) NYC: Street Scenes 30s -1-

01:04:25 2) TRUCKING shot along Westside Highway with side view of
-01:05:53 skyline

(N) NYC: Street Scenes 30s -1-

2492-2-3
01:05:58 1) slow TRUCKING shot of people on sidewalk looking at camera,
-01:09:11 TRUCKING shots through streets with many pedestrians,
tall building with many columns

(N) NYC: Street Scenes 30s Neg

01:09:14 2) long TRUCKING shot through street with vendors (1936)
-01:11:22
01:11:23
man with slate, autos moving through crowded street with many
-01:13:09 people watching two men in back seat of auto (1938)

(N) NYC: LES &
Vendors SA Neg

01:13:13 3) TRUCKING shots through streets looking up at tall buildings,
-01:15:13 CS PAN of men, including African-American man, in hats on
sidewalk looking at camera

(N) NYC: Street Scenes
(1936)
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01:15:25

01:16:21
01:16:27
01:16:42
01:16:50

01:19:20
01:19:28

New York, Ever Changing
(S) in PA
- LA views of tall buildings, views of wrecking ball crashing
Q4B - 16mm
against building during demolition, OVERHEAD view of traffic
[sound-with
along street, pedestrians stepping onto curb, drilling with jack
narration]
hammer on street, sign: “Going Out Of Business - Must Vacate [color]
Building Coming Down”, PAN across buildings with cars passing
by in foreground
PAN up to Chrysler Building in distance with building under
construction in foreground
sign with image of apartment building, views of apartment buildings,
HA LS traffic along circular highways
PAN from inside tall building of building under construction in
large apartment complex
buildings with sign outside Radio City Music Hall, OVERHEAD
view of pedestrians crossing street, woman walking along shady
sidewalk, man on street painting picture of building across street,
PAN up from smaller buildings to taller buildings, PAN from
cemetery up to church spire and other tall buildings, PAN from
Washington Square Arch to tall building, horse-drawn carriage
along street with cars and taxis, HA LS PAN from top of building
in midtown across many other buildings including Empire State
Building, street scenes, exterior of “Cafe Wha?”, exterior of
store front housing “The Living Theatre” with poster in window
announcing Red Eye Of Love, CS of poster, awning of “Actors
Playhouse”, PAN down from sign : “The Fantasticks - Second Year”
to people coming out of theatre, people sitting in coffee house,
cars along highway
small boat passing under Brooklyn Bridge with view of New York
City skyline under bridge
2-stack liner “United States” at dock, people getting off airplane,
many people on two levels of ferryboat, CS from behind woman
traveling on ferry, people getting off ferry “Miss New York”,
helicopter landing with skyscrapers in b/g, HA trucks and cars along
street, people walking by, boy climbing on jungle gym in park,
views of hot dog vendor on street watching another hot dog vendor
passing by in vehicle, view from ship of downtown skyscrapers,
pedestrians walking along Wall Street, cars along 5th Ave., two women
walking on street looking back at fashionably dressed lady walking in
opposite direction, views of fashion show, woman fashion designer drawing,
views of man cutting material, views of women sewing on machines,
dress being put on model, TRUCKING shot at night along Broadway
with signs; “Lindy’s”, “Loew’s Capitol - Susan Hayward - Dean Martin
in Ada” (1961)”, people on sidewalk at night looking into store with sign:
“Records”, animated neon sign: “Mister Records”, neon signs: “Music”,
“Dancing”, “King Karol Records”, CS hands flipping through sixteen
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01:30:41

01:35:28

-01:41:42

record albums in store bin including Breakfast At Tiffanys, CS arm of
record player dropping onto record album, cars along street at night
past Forum theatre marquee: “Scream Of Fear”, “Horn & Hardart”
and “Thom McAnn”, views of engineer recording record disc in studio,
views of cars along street at night with many neon signs including theatre
marquee: “Spartacus” (1960), CS man turning on tape recorder,
MCSs man conducting, views of sculptures and people sitting in
Sculpture Garden at Museum of Modern Art, views of people looking
at sculptures, exterior and interiors of Guggenheim Museum, views
of tall buildings
CS sidewalk being dug up, views of digging of bedrock for construction
of building with steam shovels and dynamite explosion, views of
forty-two story building going up with construction workers, LA views
of tall buildings, people walking on sidewalk
tags being put on office furniture, mimeograph machine in operation,
views of men loading truck, LA views of tall buildings, views of
policemen guarding loading of armored truck, men transporting boxes
into vault, LA skyscraper, people walking in street, ceremony for opening
of Equitable Building, man turning key to light sign on top of “Equitable”
building, inside of empty building, LA skyscraper, man working near
large pipes, men working in computer room, views of office workers
including African-American woman answering telephones, typing,
operating mimeograph machine, inspecting reports and filing, nurse
answering telephone, patient on table being given x-ray, LA skyscraper,
people walking by, views of legs of pedestrians walking off and onto curb,
jack hammer cutting into street, two men looking at sculpture, woman
modeling dress in fashion show, hands looking through record albums
and taking out one, sign on store at night: “Colony”, sign: “Going out Of
Business...”, wall of building being demolished, CS steam shovel moving
dirt, MCS legs of man walking across railing of building under construction,
building under construction, LA skyscraper with U.S. flag flying
(early 1960s)

